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Abstract: 

In wireless sensor network, node with the limited energy is the major drawback in recent technology. Over the last few years, the 

various works have been proposed to eradicate this limit and various studies have been done in Wireless Rechargeable Sensor 

Networks (WRSNs). In WRSN, mobile charger can be used to restore the batteries in the sensor nodes that periodically move along 

the certain path. In order to rise up the charged energy in sensor nodes, one basic thing is to focus on how to control the travelling 

speed of the charger. The main objective is to identify the optimal velocity control in WRSNs . Next, optimal charger velocity control 

problem was formulated. This paper focuses on NP-Hard problem by using temporal discretizat ion and a heuristic solution. To move 

the charger along the 1D path, the optimal velocity control was derived. Network lifetime can be enhanced by the proposed velocity 

control mechanis ms. 

 

IndexTerms: W ireless rechargeable sensor networks, velocity control, energy harvesting, mobile charging  

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless energy transfer technology, the transmission of 

electrical energy from a charger to sensor nodes; provide a new 

way of reload the energy or extending the lifetime of sensor 

nodes[2].Wireless sensor network research community showing 

interest in Wireless rechargeable sensor networks (WRSNs). 

Radio frequency (RF) energy is the best form of energy transfer 

[8][12]. RF energy now transmits billions of radio transmitters 

around the world, including mobile telephones, handheld radios 

[12]. WRSN mobile charg ing creates several challenges in 

energy provision. One fundamental challenge is to control the 

speed of the mobile charger. In order to maximize network 

lifetime, the velocity of the charger is to be optimized [7]. RFID-

based wireless rechargeable sensor network (WRSN) is an 

emerging technology in which sensing and computational 

abilities are integrated to traditional RFID tags [12]. Specifically, 

the aim is to maximize the less charged energy nodes among all 

nodes in the network [10].It makes the following three main 

conditions. 
 

 To analyze the velocity control problem in general 2D space 

where the charger is moving along an arbitrarily-shaped 

trajectory [6].  
 

 After proving the NP-hardness of the problem [13], to 

propose a heuristic solution to prove upper bound using 

novel spatial and temporal d iscretization.  
 

 Considering the current use of straight line moving 

trajectories in many applications, such as pipeline and 

bridge monitoring and also propose the optimal velocity 

control mechanis m for a linear trajectory . 

 

To define a new charg ing model that greatly differs from 

existing models it taken into account hardware rules  of the 

chargers and nodes of the system. Finite in itial energy supplies 

fin ite battery capacity non-linear constraints that completely 

change the nature of the computational problems. 

 

II.RELATED WORK 

 

The existing approach is to study the feasibility of using the 

wireless charging technology to extend the sensor network 

lifetime in a prototype system [3]. To study the problem of 

frequently charging sensors inside the network to maximize the 

ratio of charger’s leaving time over a cycle. Planned an optimal 

movement strategy of the charger, such that the time to charge 

all nodes provided by energy storages must be above a threshold 

value is minimized [10]. Proposed an empirical recharge model 

based on experimental data and studied the energy provisioning 

problem to decide on the deployment of charges to guarantee the 

continuous operation of the source nodes in a WRSN[1]. The 

systems model of a W RSN and then formulate the problem of 

controlling a mobile charger’s velocity. The network under 

consideration consists of N rechargeable sensor nodes deployed 

in a 2D area and each node i’s position p i. 

 

The traveling time of the charger’s single trip is defined as the 

patrolling cycle T. Let v(t) and a(t) denote the charger’s velocity 

and acceleration  time respectively. Assume that the charger is 

equipped with a battery with enough capacity to broadcast a 

radio signal at maximum t ransmission power during an entire 

trip. Assume an Omni direct ional wireless charging model in 

which the wireless charging power at different nodes is given by 

two factors:  

 

 The distance between nodes and the charger. 

 

 The transmission power of the charger.  
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III.METHODOLOGY 

 

 
Figure.1. Flow Diagram 

 

The figure1 shows that the flow of the project. In Network 

modeling the sensor nodes, wireless charging vehicle and the 

base station is created. Charger path is set using simple iterat ive 

algorithm. The next part of this proposed work is to discretize 

path. It is used to find the optimal velocity. In discretization 

there are two techniques are used it given by 

 

 Temporal Discretizat ion. 

 Spatial Discretization. 

 Continuous velocity model is used in temporal 

discretizat ion. This method is to focus on discrete velocity 

model. Discrete velocity model is used to find the optimal 

velocity. The aim of spatial discretization is to find the nearest 

and farthest nodes to the vehicle. The next part is controlling 

near optimal velocity. In this module the optimization can be 

done. It deals how to control the optimal velocity. The 

computation of charged energy is used to find how much 

capacity the node is charged. Heterogeneous energy model is 

used to check whether there is any depletion of energy. 

 

A.WRSN Model  

  

Wireless energy transfer technology, enabling the transmission 

of electrical energy from a charger to sensor nodes, paves a new 

way of replen ishing the energy or extending the lifetime of 

sensor nodes. 

 

Input: Energy to sensor nodes (N=20) 

 

Output: Charged sensor nodes 

Network consists of N rechargeable sensor nodes deployed in a 

2D area. Each nodes position is Pi. Vehicle with mobile charger 

travels along a certain path in the sensing area. The battery is 

equipped with the charger with enough capacity to broadcast a 

radio signal at maximum t ransmission power during an entire 

trip. The traveling time of the charger’s single trip is defined as 

the patrolling cycle T. 

 

B.Discretization 

In continuous velocity model, it is difficu lt to identify the 

velocity of the charger. Hence the velocity of the charger is 

discretized. 

 

B.i. temporal discretization 

  The charger’s velocity can change only at discrete time t = mΔt, 

where m ∈ N. Time slot Δt is the minimum duration between 

two adjacent velocity changes. If the charger’s acceleration is 

less than α (i.e.) |a(t)≤α |  where a(t)=Acceleration of the charger 

at time t.α = Maximum value of acceleration of the charger. 

(i.e)|vi-vi-1| ≤ α ti.  

 

Discrete Time is calculated by 

 

 Prx(d)=T/(d+β)
2  

Where,   

 

T=GtxGrxη/Lp(λ/4π)
2
Ptx                  (3.1) 

 

Where, 

 Ptx  =source power 

 Prx  =received power 

 Gtx  =Gain at Charger 

 Grx  =Gain at nodes 

 λ    =wavelength 

 Lp  =Polarizat ion loss 

 η    =rect ifier efficiency 

 d    =distance between the charger and a sensor nodes. 

 T   =Patro lling cycle of the charger.  

 

B.ii.Spatial discretization 

 

In addition to the temporal discretization, the shortest and 

longest points on the path are determined. The shortest point 

obtained highest charging power and longest points obtained the 

lowest charging power from the charging vechile q. To div ide 

the original irregular path D in to k segments with respect to the 

charging power at node q. The difference of charging power 

between neighboring segments (as well as circles) is bounded by 

the threshold є. Instead of calculating the charging power at 

different positions on the trajectory, use the lower bound of the 

charging power of each segment, i.e., the charging power at 

positions on different circles. The nearest and farthest points on 

the trajectory are determined by 

  
 

=  
          ,1≤ g≤     =   

  
   

  
   

     
                           (3.2) 

Where, 
 

  
   and   

     =charging power at node q of these two points 

on the trajectory. 

 

       Cq =concentric circles around q. 

      ϵ  =small enough discretization factor  (ϵ  > 0) 

 

C.Controlling Velocity of a Charger  
 

The charger moves along an irregular t rajectory to charge 

multip le nodes.  Based on the discrete velocity and discretized 
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path, a velocity control mechanism by assigning the patrolling 

cycle T to different segments of the trajectory was designed. 

 

Maximize   
 =1  

 
                           (3.3) 

 

∑  =T                                              (3.4) 

 

|
  

  
-
    

    
| ≤ α                                      (3.5) 

 
  

  
 ≤ α                                               (3.6) 

 

where period tj = m∆t, m ∈ N is the traveling time of the charger 

on the j –th part and Lj is the length of the j –th part of the 

trajectory. Due to the unique approximated charging power of 

each part, the gathered energy at nodes is only related to the 

charger’s traveling time, and hence the charger moves at a 

constant velocity 
  

  
with in the j -th segment. 

 

C.i. optimization 

 

Optimization is the process of adjusting a trading system in an 

attempt to make it more effective. These adjustments include 

changing the number of periods used in moving averages. 

 

min(  
    (t) dt-  T)                       (3.7)                         

 

Maximize (charge power-Deplet ion power) 

 

   
  v(t) dt=L                                     (3.8) 

 

γi =The constant depletion –rate 

pi(t)= Charg ing power at node i at t ime t  

v(t)= Traveling velocity of the charger at time t  

L= Length of trajectory  

 

C.ii.computation of charged energy 

 

In order to determine how much  nodes are charged then 

compute the charged energy.  It is not necessary to integrate 

energy with the variable velocity since it is computationally 

expensive. To reduce the complexity of computation, the optimal 

velocity should be quantized.  

 

C.iii.heterogeneous energy depletion rate  

 

Previously homogeneous energy depletion Rate was used which 

does not concenterate on the charging performance. This 

problem was over come by heterogeneous energy depletion. 

Because the power consuming attitude of each nodes is 

influenced by some factors such as applications, network 

topology, sensing or routing. 

 

C. iv. maximizing network lifetime  

 

The network lifet ime is determined. After determination, it is 

found that  Network life time is extended by 2.5*optimal  

velocity. 

 

 

IV.RES ULTS  

 

 
Figure.2. Wireless rechargeable sensor network modelling 

 

The Figure 2 shows that the sensor network is created  along 

with sensor nodes. Then the vehicle is  designed with the charger 

fixed in it. Then finaly the base station is created. 

 

 
Figure.3. Routing 

 

After the deployment of sensor nodes, charger, base station to 

select the path through routing algorithm isd shown in figure 3. 
 

 
Figure.4. s patial disctetization 

 

Here separate the nodes based on their distance from the charger 

To find the nearest and farthest points (Figure 4). In this 
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technique the orginal trajectory can be divided into six segments 

with three reg ions. 

 

 
Figure .5. charging power of three circles 

 

It is infer that from  figure 5 if the vehicle is near to the node 

then the charging power is high. If the vehicle is medium nearer 

to the node means the charging power is medium. If the vehicle 

is for away to the node means the charging power is low.  

 

 
Figure.6. Iteration 1 for finding optimal velocity 

 

 
Figure.7. Iteration 1  

 

Figure 6 shows that the velocity of the charging is analyzed to 

determine the optimal velocity. The Figure 7 shows that the 

charger is in movement so the optimal velocity is identified for  

five iterations and among the five iterat ions the maximam 

velocities are analysed. Finaly the best one is selected. 

 

 
Figure.8. Iteration 2  

 

 
Figure.9. Iteration 2  

 

The Figure.9 shows that whether the objective function is a 

linear function or max-min function. These two objectives are 

corresponding to “bottleneck” problem. 

 

 
Figure. 10. Iteration 3  

 

 
Figure.11. Iteration 3  
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Figure.12. Iteration 4  

 

 
Figure.13. Iteration 4  

 
Figure.14. Iteration 5  

 

 
Figure.15. Iteration 5  

 

For above the five iterations (Figure 6 to Figure 15)  the 

performance analysis is given in Figure 16 and 17. 

 

 
Figure 16 Performance Analysis 

 

 
Figure.17. Performance Analysis 

 

Based  on the 5 iterations, the optimal velocity is found. From  

Figure 17 it shows that  if the number of nodes increases and the 

network lifetime also increased. 

 

 
Figure.18. Maximizing network lifetime  

 

V.CONCLUS IONAND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT  

 

The problem of maximizing network lifetime in a general 

scenario, where a deployed sensor node was charged randomly 

by the charger which travels through a predefined path in a 

WRSN. Formulated the main problem as a charger velocity 

control problem subject to the constraints of patrolling cycle and 

acceleration limit. 
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 The NP-hard problem was solved by spatial-temporal 

discretizat ion and also suboptimal solution was proposed. 

Simplification of the charging path to a linear path represents 

many real wireless charging applications and optimal results was 

derived. Finally, extensive simulations were conducted to 

evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms. The 

proposed velocity control mechanism enhances the network 

lifetime by 2.5 compared to the baseline method. The future 

work is planned to focus on extending the charging model to 

non-omni directional one along with joint optimizat ion of 

moving path and velocity is also planned to investigate. 
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